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Secondary Stamps in the Rhodian Amphora Production
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The publication ofthis English summary was suggested by several scholars attending the Congress.

It will focus only onthe results of my study of Rhodian secondary stamps. The complete paper (in

German), together with the catalogue and the whole bibliographical section, istobe published inthe

Osterreichische Jahreshefte 68, 1999, 59 - 103. The denominations of the single stamps used in the

appendix and the figures of this summary correspond to those in thecomplete paper.

Because of the wide distribution of Rhodian wine during the Hellenistic time, usually sold around

the whole Mediterranean in stamped amphoras, and because the time frame of the production of

these containers can be —at least theoretically —traced to a precise year, amphoras were bound to

become the common thread running through the chronology of this period. The names of the

eponyms, state officials who changed annually, are the basis of the chronology. Unfortimately no

list of these officials has survived to our days, so that their sequence has to be reconstructed. In

doing this we are helped not only by the shapes of the amphoras, but also by the connections

existing between the names of particular eponyms and the names of the amphora fabricants. On

Rhodian wine amphoras these indications appear on two complementary stamps that were each

applied on one of the handles. Since the vases are usually found only in fragments, it is rather a

question of luck finding a case in which it can be stated with certainty that two of these stamps

belonged to the same amphora. Since scholars believed they could recognize fabricant marks in the

small additional stamps and since some of them were applied near a dating official stamp, they

became an indication for the matching ofeponym and fabricant names and were used asa substitute

for the fabricant stamp. It is almost exclusively in this context that the secondary stamps have been

considered and published until now - very often even without illustrations.
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As with most amphora research going back some years, the known and recognized views with

regard to secondary stamps stem from Virginia Grace. Her remarks (especially in: Hesperia 54,

1985,1-54, and Delos XXVII, 1970,277-382) can be summarizedas follows:

1. The secondary stamps are connected to specific fabricants and are therefore indications for the

cooperation of officials and fabricants.

2. The use of secondary stamps has already been attested for the fabricants Sottis I and Diskos.

Since howeverthey were applied near the main stamp and not on the side of the handle, near the

neck of the jar, they are not considered by Grace to be true secondary stamps.

3. The introduction of secondary stamps is supposed to have taken place in 188 B.C. or

immediately thereafter.

4. The oldest „normally" placed secondary stamps tire the rose stamps of Damokrates I.

5. During Periods III and IV the secondary stamps were used only in the workshop of Damokrates

I and his successors Hippokrates and Aristokles II.

6. Starting in Period V the small secondary stamps were used increasingly often by various

fabricants.

Grace's remarks are known to every amphora scholar —in contrast to the statements made by

Russian scholars on the subject. Only D.B. Schelov's first paper, published in 1956 (MatlsslA 57,

128-153) - up to now the only compilation of 81 secondary stamps - has found any

acknowledgment in the Western world. Interestingly enough, onlythe listof the names and the table

of contents of this paper have been used, while the remarks of the author have scarcely been

commented on. It seems to me therefore appropriate to look at this research more thoroughly.

According to Schelov, secondary stamps

1. are almost always square.

2. They are found on handles together with names offabricants as well as ofofficials.
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3. They almost always only show abbreviations and were applied on a peripheral zone of the

handle. Therefore they don't seem to have been meant for the buyer ofthe jar. At the same time,

secondary stamps are very different from one another and the different types are not repeated

often.That is why Schelov connects them with

4. the work of a fabricant. Two fabricant names can be found especially often: Hippokrates and

Aristokles.

5. Since the name of the workshop owner appears on the main stamp Schelov explains the

secondary stamps as the first letter(s) of the name of the actual potter. Schelov himself sees

weaknesses in this interpretation. He isnot able toexplain all stamps as such abbreviations —for

instance, the examples with KK orall the anepigraphical stamps. Likewise he can't explain why

secondary stamps are so rare. He considers it possible that only every tenth or hundredth

amphora received a secondary stamp.

6. He establishes that secondary stamps only appear together with the round main stamps. All

square examples that don't fit Schelov's theory are stigmatized as mistakenly identified in their

shape.

7. Shelov connects each particular stamp type with the work of one fabricant, and uses them - as

did Grace- to match eponym officials with fabricants. Later he warns against this conclusion,

since new finds contradict such exclusiveness; and

8. he dates all secondarystamps in Period III and IV.

To this day Schelov's theories have not provoked any substantial critical response £imong Russian

scholars. The only new impulse has come from the papers of Jurij Badalianz (especially in:

VestDrevIst 4, 1973, 48-64) where the discussion of secondary stamps is extended to single letters

appearing onthe main stamps ofsome fabricants. Badalianz supposes these letters to be forerunners

ofthe secondary stamps and to have the same function. In my view such a thesis is untenable alone

for chronological reasons: the secondary stamps appear before these additional letters.
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How dothe theories proposed byGrace and Schelov stand in relation to my research, resting upon a

catalogue of 323 examples belonging to 80 different types?

First we must keep in mind that secondary stamps are always small in format and in general were

affixed to a place of little prominence on the handle. Exceptions to this rule are the early examples

by Sotas I and Diskos, and Hieroteles' complementary stamps mentioning the month, which were

applied on the upper side of the handle next to the mainstamp.

The shapes vary considerably more than it had been supposed. Next to the numerous rectangular

ones —among these are many square ones —there also are oval, round and rhomboid ones. The

stamp designs are even more varied. They range from a single or more letters that sometimes can be

combined with a star, to more complicated monograms, or anepigraphic signs. Only one type, two

examples of which are known to me, provides a fully written name: Ephesos.

The catalogue of types shows that secondary stamps containing identical marks can be found in

connection with different fabricant names. For this reason it is not accurate to use secondary stamps

to match eponym officials and fabricants without reservations. Most of the repetitions can be found

in connection with three names: Damokrates I, Hippokrates and Aristokles II. In these cases the

secondary stampsare closely related to one another in their form: they are identical or very similar.

It appears that secondary stamps provide further support to Grace's theory on the possibility of a

family connectionamong the above-mentioned fabricants.

Not only Aristokles II and Hippokrates "produced" secondary stamps showing identical contents.

Also Euphranor I and Timoxenos used the same letters. Thereby are the E-stamps of Euphranor II

and Hippokrates almost identical, whereas the design of the ones of Timoxenos is different in type.

This should serve asa warning against using identical contents as sole basis for the identification of

the fabricant, without a comparison of the stamps. Although difficult, illustrations often

unfortunately not being available, this is an indispensable task.
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Secondary stamps were added next to roimd as well as rectangular main stamps. Their presence is

not as nearly as uncommon as has been supposed. On average it seems that every twenty-fourth jar

received a secondary stamp. Since only a small group of fabricants seems to have made use of them,

secondary stamps must have been used more frequently within the production of these fabricants.

The attempt to quantify this for Hippokrates' workshop produces a surprising result: it seems that

two out of three jars produced by him received a secondary stamp. In the workshop of Aristokles II

a secondary stamp appears on every third amphora.

Secondary stamps certainly enjoy a coimection to the activity of the workshops - as Grace and

Schelov postulated - although they can be found next to the stamp of an official as well as next to a

fabricant stamp. This idea is supported not only by the reiteration of particular stamps (whose

contents are incomprehensible for outsiders) with particular fabricants, but also by the technical

process used in the production of the amphoras. Since they were impressed during the manufactme

of the jars, stamps can not really reflect the end-user of the amphoras. It would be possible to

imagine thata fabricant marked in this way a specific production, like the orderof a specific trader.

But this proposition would have to be supported by the geographical distribution of particularly

marked vessels, which is not the case. So, if secondary stamps truly do have something to do with

theproduction of the amphoras, which meaning do theyhave in this context?

Not at all fitting as decoration, secondary stamps have to have a meaning nevertheless. Ch. Barker's

newest supposition (PF 11, 1998, 17), made in the context of his interpretation of roimd main

stamps as marks of the ergasteriarches, in which he sees state officials, that secondary stamps could

define the production ofsingle Leiturgies, is not acceptable since secondary stamps are also found

next to rectangular stamps. Also unsatisfactory is Schelov's theory since it cannot give an

explanation for every .type of stamp. The only plausible explanation for secondary stamps is to

interpret them as marks of some special section of the potter workshop, as suggested by Grace.

Most of these marks could, as proposed by Schelov, be composed by the first letters of the name of
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the superintendant or of the potter, or by a whole name as in the case of Ephesos. Others were able

to choose a rose or an animal figure as their mark. The pure fact of marking bore more importance

thanthe contents of the stamp. Secondary stamping was usedespecially in big workshops.

How many amphoras were needed could vary considerably from year to yeeir, depending on the

production of wine. It follows that potter workshops had to be flexible enough to produce different

quantities of amphoras, since it is scarcely thinkable that they stored enormous stocks of ready-

made jars. To satisfy a large increase in the demand of containers, big workshops could have

recruited from the surroundings small independent potters whose usual production consisted of

everyday pottery. As independent potters, these were not allowed to accept commissions to produce

amphoras since state controlled capacity authorized only some workshops to do so. Small

workshops were also probably technically not able to produce amphoras, as the firing of a large

number ofjars required the presence of a big kiln. In order to simplify the settling of accounts with

the fabricant, potters might have used their small stamps to mark the vessels they had produced.

They impressed them on the side of the handle, leaving enough room for the main stamps which

would be applied later. When the market demanded fewer amphoras, there was no need for the

recruited potters and they went back to their usual production. Year after year they could have been

periodically employed by the same amphora workshop. This theory is supported by the fact that

secondary stamps appear only during the months characterized by an increased production. They

disappear altogether during the winter months, whereas the intercalary month panamos deuteros

shows them. The decreased production ofthis period could be managed by the potters belonging to

the workshop. They didn't need to mark their products since they were employed on ayearly basis.

This would also explain why most amphoras don't carry any secondary stamps. The recruiting of

additional potters according to the needs of the amphora workshop made it more flexible and saved

costs, which in the end led to success. There are enough indications that all workshops using

secondary stamps on a big scale were successful.
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The origin of the use of secondary stamps as carriers of complementary information lies outside the

realm of the model proposed above. It probably goes back to the time when the mention of the

monthwasadded to the legendof the main stamps,shortly after the middle of the third century B.C.

This is suggested by Hieroteles' complementary stamps with the indication of the month as well as

by the monograms by Sotas I which come just a short time later.

Secondary stamps were used sparsely at the beginning, but later, with production increasing, they

saw greater and greater use by an increasing number of workshops. At the latest during the eponym

year of Hieron, but possibly already at the time of Xenophanes I and Mytion, they can be seen in

their typical usage. 188 B.C., as proposed by Grace to date the beginning of the use of secondary

stamps, can therefore not be maintained. The workshops of Damokrates I, Hippokrates and

Aristokles II made large use of secondary stamps, which also appear in the contemporary

production of Agasikles II, Marsyas and Aisopos. In the second half of the century the number of

fabricants using them increaises to at least eight. The latest examples date from Period VI.
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